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About This Game

Fort Awesome is a virtual reality game for people who like to build forts in their living room, or make tree houses, or just want
a comfortable place to Co-Op (asynchronous multiplayer) play with a friend! We are designing this game to be as accessible as
possible with several types of locomotion, comfort options and kid mode! There are plenty of secrets to find along the way as

you build awesome forts!
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Title: Fort Awesome
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Ben McNelly
Publisher:
Full Bore Studios, LLC
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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I tried it on a movie I made yesterday - the source video was taken on my Blackberry Q10, and was of a trip we went on Niagara
Helicopter.

The Source was 132MB
The Liquivid output was 277MB

Everything about the source video was superior to the output from Liquivid.

I'm very disappointed. Not only did it NOT remove camera shaking, it ADDED NEW camera shaking that wasn't in the
original. The output was less sharp, more pixilated - I really wish I had ANYTHING positive to say.

The program also crashed 3 times before staying stable enough to process a video. It seems doing adjustments to a live Side-by-
side playback is a recipe for crashing.

Not only can I not recommend this software, but I need to learn if refunds are possible..
Aye\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of the North. Right off the bat - I do like this game - or at least I like parts of
what is here. GROOD has edge and oomph. But it's underdeveloped in terms of gameplay. I think it has an identity crisis.
While it feels like it wants to be a rogueish sidescroller, there isn't really any progression (run-based or meta). I've only come
across two minor gun powerups and a health pickup. The gun powerups just make the default gun more powerful. Ho-hum.
So, I've come to the conclusion that this is meant to be totally a tough-as-nails arcade shooter. If that's the case, I think it
falls short in terms of scoring and powerups.

Essentially, the levels are static, but there are day and night cycles and random weather. Okay, it's a nice touch, but is it
enough given there is only one ship, very few enemy types, virtually no progression or story? Ehhhhh, I'd say it's not enough.
Overall, the gameplay is fun, but I doubt few will be logging serious time. And that's okay to a certain extent, because the
asking price is next-to-nothing.

There is one cardinal sin committed here that is ultimately driving me to downvote. This is a biggie. Let's call it the 'cosmetics
over function' conundrum. In the dev teams attempt to make a furious-yet-visually-stunning world, they created an
environment where it is all-too-often to not see enemy bullets, and therefore many hits feel cheap. Cheap not because you
didn't have the skill to dodge, but because you literally didn't see it amidst the bamboo + night time dark + snow falling +
other particles. Or it could be that the bullet is one of the smallest things in the game (size-wise) and has no colors to really
stand out.

Pros:
+Obviously the price point is fine; the game is fun enough but I don't think its going to be driving people to constantly
struggle for the high score on any kind of serious timescale
+Albeit small, the soundtrack is quite good
+All considering, it's fun
+Pretty cool universe setting

Cons:
-Cosmetics over function; too many cheap hits from bullets I simply could see among the all-too-hectic background
-The health bar\/level is cryptic, and the screen always 'cracks' in the same place; I think it needs to have more variation
-May be a bit of an identity crisis here; is it a rogueish game or an arcade shooter?
-Regardless of the above bullet point, I'd like to see more powerups or progression (even if it's only more story)
-How about an alt fire for the main gun? That might help shake things up
-Scoring mechanics are completely hidden

I would love to recommend GROOD, but in a saturated market of top quality shooters - I just can't, even considering this
price point.. Not really what the game promises : Your job is not to 'find glitches', it more about 'to find glitches that are
planned to be found'. But somehow not in a bad way. There are still "unplanned" glitches that don't matter with which you
can play a bit though, but the game is indeed about 'the common glitches you would have to deal with as a dev' as if you
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would make a list, and let the player experiment this list.
To sum up : the game isnt what you expect by reading the description but it's still quite interesting or more like a reminder if
you're also addicted to find glitches in the games you usually play. True lovers knot is about a girl who takes a needed break
on a cruise, she hangs out with friends, meets two romantic interests and the story follows whether you have interest in one of
these two men while enjoying a cruise.

Pros:
-There is a couple of videos that play throughout the novel to break the reading
-There is a simple mini game that is good for the same reason, not to hard and a fun little match game
-The Characters are all likeable for the most part, I enjoyed the dialog between the friends.
-Start to finish the novel took about 2hours likely a bit more.
-Some voice acting towards the end from your love interests.
-Music is extremely well done

Cons:
-Many of the backgrounds are realistic photos which doesnt mesh well digital characters
-Your second romance option is somewhat forced (I didnt like him but even selecting the "go to hell" options still ended up
with me having to go on a date with him which my character enjoyed dispite my objections)
-Some of the cutscenes are repeated
-After you select who you want to romance it seems extremely rushed, you go from getting a confession to being lovers in a
couple of lines, while that works for the second romance option who throws himself at you, the more reserved romance
option feels a bit extreme.. Warning: This game WILL make you rage. Play at your own peril.
10\/10 did rage. Will play more.
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Very very poor game ! Not worth the money.. Best thing in this game is that you can play all races, and tournaments in COOP!

This is a feature i did not found so far in other racing game! Awesome!

nice co-op/multyplayer-couch casual game. Most of the gameplay is just dull.
Id pay to remove it from my library. bought it bcs i dnt know where to spend my money lol. Excellent casual game. Really
addictive. You're a knight who has to create shapes inside a giant rectangle. Once you see it in action, you know what sort of
game this is. I'm sure everyone has played a clone of this game at least once in his\/her life. In fact, know the old Snake game
(no, not Metal Gear Solid, you fool) ? The gameplay is similar to this game, except this is a bit more feature packed. Excellent
graphics, good music, addictive gameplay. We have a winner here !

[Rating: 72\/100]. Interesting and addicting business simulator. GoToIt is not trivial and has a lot of depth to it which is why it
might need a bit more of walkthrough for the beginners. Really like the soundstrack too.. Very sexy! The levels' backgrounds
are absolutely inspiring. Maybe lightly inspired by other past materials like Star Wars or MK but I wouldn't know. Very
imaginative fields. And the fighters are very original. Enjoyed playing very much. The boobs are gorgeous and bouncy. That 2
extra seconds of jigl\\gle when blocking is relieving and assuring lol. The alien girls were so well...weird yet amazingly sexy. I'd
bang.......ANyways, awesome game. SImple, not complex, but pretty and fun. Simple n very sexy. Very bouncy.

Needs to show more butt and V
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